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Socialists and social democrats have always welcomed progress. Indeed, we have always fought for it – that’s why we’re called ‘progressives’.

But our political family’s consistent commitment to progress is not simply blind adherence to a political doctrine. On the contrary: we believe that progress in many different areas of human endeavour, especially social and political, is the true way in which people’s lives are improved in accordance with our basic values of democracy, equality and social justice. We are proud of the role socialists have played in fighting for positive progress throughout history – and, of course, there is much still to do.

Nowhere is this more clear than in today’s digital world. History teaches us that technological progress can be a powerful catalyst not only for improvements in economic growth and individual freedom, but also for great leaps forward in social rights.

As progressives, we will ensure that the digital revolution fulfils that promise. History also teaches us that progress – especially technological progress – does not automatically benefit everyone. We must make sure it is positive for the many and not only for the few. When it comes to the digital economy and specifically the world of work, we have not yet reached that point.

Making digitalisation work for everyone is the challenge that the Party of European Socialists sets out to tackle in this document. Our conclusions are detailed, but they can be easily summarised. If digitalisation is to count as progress in those parts of the economy where it is rapidly supplanting traditional forms of employment, then the people who work in it must not be left worse off, with fewer protections and less secure jobs, than they were before the technology came along.

The previous generation has bequeathed to us a robust European social model born of the twentieth century; our task is to ensure that it can be adapted to fit the changing world of the twenty-first.

Sergei Stanishev
President of the Party of European Socialists
Digital technologies have brought about, and will continue to bring about, deep changes to the world of work. These have been brought to the forefront by a multiplication of social conflicts and of lawsuits against Uber, Airbnb and other similar companies, and by widespread media coverage.

These changes apply to jobs where IT is the main tool, but also to those in which digitalisation happens through phone apps, with a highly variable but very widespread impact. Whether in terms of workplace, working time, social contribution, collective bargaining, taxation or economic model, the ongoing digitalisation process has an impact on workers across Europe.

As is often the case, there are two sides to the coin. One side is positive, with the advantages and the comfort of use brought by digital technologies. The other side of the coin raises many questions. What happens to data protection, to the rights of content producers and more generally to the relevant legislation in an ever more fragmented, internationalised and dematerialised economy? What happens to the organisation of work and social protection as we know them, when digital platforms that use apps to match services with demand blur the definitions of employee, employer, service provider and even worker?

We have to embrace technological progress. But we cannot allow this to turn back the clock to the era of day labourers and nineteenth-century working conditions. On the contrary, we should make sure technological progress does not undermine the standards set out in the European social acquis. This is the aim of initiatives such as the right to disconnect, or the creation of a professional activity account ensuring the portability of rights from one job to the other. This is also the aim of lifelong learning, which should enable workers to adapt to the evolution of their work throughout their careers.

Finally, it is the aim of an extended safety net against unemployment that better takes into account the professional transition workers experience throughout their lives.

With the PES Social Europe Network, we have put forward proposals to meet the challenge. By accommodating these new tools while maintaining our high social standards, we can make the best of the new realities of work. You can find out more about our proposals in the following pages.

Dear friends,
The digital economy is profoundly changing today’s world of work, our social and economic structures and the way we interact.

As socialists, it is our responsibility to ensure that the digital revolution benefits all parts of society, protects all workers equally and creates the same opportunities for everyone. This requires us to closely analyse the new realities created by the digital revolution; a laissez-faire approach does clearly not suffice.

This brochure presents the outcome of a rich exchange among PES member parties, trade unions and civil society as part of our PES Social Europe Network meetings, as well as the dedicated efforts of our ministers in the PES EPSCO ministerial meetings. It outlines concrete steps as to how to effectively address the challenges and opportunities which the digital economy brings for our society.

We want to manage it properly otherwise, there is a real risk that digitalisation will favour the creation of precarious jobs and undermine workers’ rights.

I hope you enjoy reading the brochure and that it will make a clear contribution to ensuring that everyone can reap the benefits of the digital economy; that everyone has access to a decent job.

Yonnec Polet
PES Deputy Secretary General

Pervenche Berès MEP
Chair of the PES Social Europe Network
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We want everyone to benefit from technological advances and gains in productivity, flexibility and autonomy.
The digital economy is transforming our societies and profoundly modifying social and economic interactions. Digital technologies facilitate business innovation, expand consumer choices, and create new jobs and work practices that promise greater flexibility and autonomy. From a technical point of view, digital services offer innovative, generally reliable and user-friendly ways to satisfy consumer needs, often at a cheaper rate than traditional services. The digitalisation of industries brings new chances for European industrial enterprises to modernise production, better address people’s needs, and thus gain a competitive edge.

This digital transformation has a huge growth, innovation and job creation potential and should be supported as such, including by investment in infrastructure, digital education and companies. To reap its full benefits it is important to prepare traditional industries for the digital transition, to facilitate start-ups and the creation of innovative hubs.

Nevertheless, its impact on the labour market, whether as a new employment sector or by changing work practices, has led to mixed results. The transition towards a digital working environment must not undermine European working and employment standards. We want to build a sustainable digital economy, for growth, a better future, new quality jobs, new forms of solidarity and social justice for all citizens and workers. We must ensure adequate social protection, working conditions and workers’ rights in the transition towards a digital labour market and working environment.

We want everyone to benefit from technological advances and gains in productivity, flexibility and autonomy. This means that we are ready to fight for adequate training and re-training measures. We want people of all age groups and backgrounds to find their place in a changing labour market and to prevent the polarisation of employment with high-skilled ICT workers on one side and the “cybertariat” on the other. Considering the dangerous trends such as individualisation of risk, competition to the lowest prices, and the downgrading of social protection standards, we call for a comprehensive strategy to extend existing models of protection and labour rights standards to those working in the digital economy, particularly platform workers.

Our goal is to create a level playing field between the traditional and the platform economy where all rights and obligations apply to all actors in the same way – whether online or offline.

The aim of this document is to put in context the shared progressive answers we provide to the opportunities and challenges the increasingly digitalised economy poses to our employment and social protection models.

In the following pages, we clarify our understanding of the term “digital economy”, before outlining the political and legal context and the impact of digitalisation and platform economies on social protection and labour standards. This is followed by a second part that lays out policy proposals to address the opportunities and challenges outlined in this background paper.
What is digital economy?

"It is important to make the distinction between platforms pursuing “commercial” and “non-commercial” activities and to distinguish between workers and users."
The digital transformation is fully part of the European political debate, particularly with regards to the Digital Single Market agenda. Unfortunately, in their current form, Commission proposals within the Digital Single Market still sorely miss a social dimension. In the Communication on the European Agenda for the Collaborative Economy, the European Commission defines the “collaborative economy” as “business models where activities are facilitated by collaborative platforms that create an open marketplace for the temporary usage of goods or services often provided by private individuals.” Drawing on the Annual Growth Survey 2016, the Commission argues that “a more flexible regulation of services markets would lead to higher productivity and could ease the market entry of new players, reduce the price for services, and ensure wider choices for consumers.” The Commission further states that “new business models have a significant potential to contribute to competitiveness and growth” by promoting “flexible working arrangements and new sources of income.”

Perpetuating the economic liberalisation narrative, the Commission offers a one-sided perspective on new forms of labour in the digital economy and does not account for the challenges arising from eroding social protection, unclear contracts, and non-compliance with labour law standards. In May 2016, 14 EU Member States expressed their concerns that a one-size-fits-all regulation of online platforms could “hamper innovation” and called for a “positive approach to digital disruption.”

However, in the past two years, platform-operated business, in particular so-called Transportation Network Companies, have come under legal scrutiny for finding loopholes in regulatory frameworks, for example by operating taxi services without licences, lowering consumer safety and privacy standards, and violating labour law standards.

In the US, lawsuits against platform-operated businesses, including car-sharing services Uber, Lyft and Instacart, messenger services Shyp, Postmates, GrubHub, Try Caviar and Washio, and housecleaning service Homejoy, mainly focus on the misclassification of workers as independent contractors instead of employees, although they are clearly operating under the rules of the respective platform. For example, Uber is facing 170 lawsuits in the US alone and has been ordered to pay up to $161.9 million between 2009 and April 2016. Most notably, in a class action lawsuit of up to 385,000 Uber drivers from California and Massachusetts, Uber initially proposed a settlement of up to $100 million and agreed to changes in their policies. However, a court in California rejected the proposal, which would have settled the case without deciding on the status of Uber drivers. Back in September 2016, courts in San Francisco ruled that drivers who had signed up with Uber between 2013 and 2014 must go to arbitration instead of courts to resolve disputes, which apparently puts class action lawsuits off the table.

In Europe, several countries have banned or restricted operations by such platforms on similar grounds. In a recently decided landmark case against Uber in the UK, a tribunal rejected Uber’s argument that drivers are not employed but merely using the technology of the company. The ruling finds that Uber’s range of products are clearly offered by Uber itself and not by the individual drivers, and that self-marketing is done to promote Uber’s name. Around 40,000 drivers are now entitled to basic rights, national living wage, sick leave and vacation days.

In France, Uber was ordered to pay €1.2 million to the taxi driver union following complaints that Uber drivers were acting like regular cabs, waiting on the street to pick up passengers. At the beginning of 2016, taxi drivers in France made headlines with country-wide protests, disrupting traffic and confronting the police.
In Belgium, car-sharing services such as Uber were initially banned until the Brussels city administration announced plans to modernize taxi services, including by accounting for new technological advancements while simultaneously fighting unfair competition.23 After a complaint by the taxi association Taxi Deutschland, claiming that Uber does not comply with German law, Uber services were first banned in Germany when it appeared in 2014. The ruling was later overturned by a court in Frankfurt.24

Addressing the challenges related to the digital economy and commercial platforms, important lessons and best practices can be learned from other sectors such as the Live Performance and Audio-visual sectors and its challenge to establish collective bargaining for self-employed workers and freelancers. Germany, for example, addresses the issue of collective bargaining by self-employed workers in its national law, which gives self-employed workers primarily in the press and television sectors the opportunity to benefit from the provisions of collective labour agreements under certain conditions.25

In the UK, the collective agreement between the Broadcasting, Entertainment, Communications and Theatre Union (BECTU) and the Producers Alliance for Cinema and Television covers freelancers.26 Furthermore, in the Live Performance sector “multi-employer collective bargaining is common and is an important mechanism for setting pay and conditions for work”.27 Here the agreed “rates of pay between unions and employers’ organisations serve generally as a benchmark for the sector”.28 At the same time, the Live Performance and Audio-visual sectors also underline the conflict between labour rights and competition law, as most national legislations do not exclude collective bargaining from the scope of competition law, with the consequence that freelancers’ efforts to organise and bargain collectively have been largely judged illegal under competition law. This challenge can also be faced by the digital economy and commercial platforms.

In the Netherlands, in the case of a collective agreement negotiated between the FNV KIEM and orchestra employers which guaranteed self-employed musicians a minimum rate of pay and pension, the Hague Court of Appeal ruled that “freelance musicians were bogus self-employed insofar as their work relationship reflected a link of subordination” 30. In Denmark, it has become more difficult for trade unions to negotiate collective agreements on behalf of freelance and short-contract workers. For instance, Danish freelance press photographers and freelance journalists are no longer allowed to compile and publish a list of recommended rates and terms of freelancers, which has significantly deteriorated their pay and conditions.31

These numerous legal cases and examples clearly show that, for digitalisation to benefit our society as a whole, a laissez-faire approach is not enough.32 Solutions must be found to increase workers’ protection. However, the absence of clear and coherent rules leads to confusion in several countries on how to handle the new competitors and the new work organisation they create. The digitalisation of our economies and labour markets in particular requires a framework national and EU-level regulation to establish appropriate standards of protection (labour and social law, contract law, trade law, data protection law, fiscal law, etc.), a comprehensive security system that is capable of dealing with the challenges arising from increased flexibility, uncertainty and instability of employment relationships, more flexible ways of organising working hours as a result of the digital economy, and investment in digital skills.33

The absence of clear and coherent rules leads to confusion in several countries on how to handle the new competitors and the new work organisation they create.
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The digital economy has already impacted, and will further impact, the labour market in several ways, forcing changes in work practices and creating or spreading new forms of work.

**Digitalisation impacts standard forms of employment**

**Job creation, job destruction:** On the one hand, the current digital revolution creates jobs in the digital sector. For instance, over 7,000 ICT start-ups are launched in Germany every year, which already employ over one million people. There is an increased demand for highly skilled data-oriented and engineering jobs in the ICT sector. According to the European Commission, the employment rate for ICT specialists has been unaffected by recent unemployment trends and continues to grow by three percentage points annually since 2006. This is eight times higher than the total employment growth rate for that period. It is estimated that there will be 756,000 unfilled vacancies in the ICT sector by 2020. On the other hand, middle-skilled, routine-intensive occupations are increasingly lost due to automatisation, which leads to the polarisation of employment or labour market dualisation. While digitalisation is often discussed from a technological point of view, in terms of innovation, automation and replacement of work and workers, it is nevertheless difficult to estimate and anticipate its actual impact on future job availability. The degree to which platforms will replace traditional employers is not clear. Digitalisation’s main impact is more in the kind of jobs that exist, the specific tasks that are part of a profession, and the forms of employment that develop.

**Polarisation of employment:** Companies such as Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, Amazon, Apple, or Microsoft are relatively small in staff numbers while simultaneously outsourcing data entry work from their headquarters to countries with potentially weaker labour protection standards and lower costs. This gives rise to the notion of “cybertariat,” which refers to the precarious working conditions of data entry workers and their competition at the lowest standards across countries and world regions. These so-called “crowd workers” often work on very small tasks that do not require a lot of skills but ensure the smooth operation of platform businesses. In parallel, platform-based businesses rely on large numbers of lower-skilled workers who fulfil manual duties, e.g. delivery services, transport services, etc. The platform economy now offers services for professions as diverse as construction workers, cashiers, truck drivers, lawyers, clerks, journalists, and medical staff.

**Skills mismatch and digital divide:** In 2011, half of the citizens in Europe were reported to have little or no confidence in their IT skills, with considerable differences between countries (ranging from 26% to 79%). Digital literacy also hugely varies from one group to another within countries. Though digital technologies have a lot of advantages, we should be aware they can create new forms of discrimination. In particular, older people, women, people with a migrant background, people with disabilities and people who live in rural areas could require particular attention to meet the need for skilled labour and ensure their participation in the labour force. The increased need of digital skills concerns both the ICT sector and traditional employment sectors, as fast-paced technological change increases the risk of redundancy of workers. This strongly implies a need to prepare workers for the changing nature of work. Digitalisation needs to be flanked by active industrial, education and training policies for the skilling, re-skilling and up-skilling of the workforce.

**Dividing lines between work and private life get ever more intricate:** Even the more standard forms of work are facing challenges linked to digitalisation, including blurred boundaries between work and private life due
to constant connectivity. Too often, the freedom to decide when and where one works turns into an obligation to work everywhere and at all times.

**New forms of employment disrupt in-work protection**

The digital transformation enables substantial increases in non-standard employment, for example in the form of freelancing and work in the so-called ‘sharing economy’. Non-standard forms of employment are not necessarily unwelcomed or irreconcilable with the idea of decent work, as they can offer greater freedom for employees to choose their working time and place, to strike their own balance in terms of working time and private life. Non-standard forms of employment also open up new ways of integrating so-called “outsiders” into the labour market, offering them a way to bypass existing entry-barriers to specific labour markets. Nevertheless, the spreading of non-standard forms of employment also presents many challenges for our social protection model, and in particular, online crowdsourcing platforms could lead to a race to the bottom in terms of wages and working conditions.

“The notion of “cybertariat” refers to the precarious working conditions of data entry workers and their competition at the lowest standards across countries and world regions.”
Employment becomes ever less stable: The increase in fixed-term contracts and self-employment, and the shortening of contract durations, all increase the turnover of staff, competition between workers and the risk of redundancy. This is particularly the case with platform work: work is split into small packages and advertised to a large number of potential workers. This strongly plays in favour of employers in general, and platforms in particular, in terms of negotiating power with workers. It allows them a “take it or leave it” approach, increases the possibility to require ever more flexibility and availability, and creates a downward pressure on wages. The absence of certainty strongly contributes to creating precarious jobs.

Those outside of companies are too often left with no rights. Social rights are strongly linked to employment and companies, and most trade unions, social dialogue or social protection systems are still linked to standard forms of work. In this regard, as a way of outsourcing work, many non-standard forms of employment do not offer a sufficient level of protection. Temporary work, agency work, contractors, solo self-employed work and platform work all face a variety of challenges, the latter form of employment combining nearly all of them. Indeed, platform workers do not have any minimum standards of remuneration, training, working hours, health and safety nor legal and social security. Workers are selling their labour for ever-smaller part-time jobs (“gigs”), with no safety net or assurances of future work, while the associated platform profits handsomely.43

Increased risks of social dumping and structural optimisation: Part of the debate also relates to the competition that non-standard forms of employment create for those engaged in regular work. Forms of employment that allow employers to drastically minimise or simply avoid contributions to social protection create a phenomenon of social dumping that is similar to the effects that can be observed in the case of posting of workers. The fact that many individuals who are hired for short-term gigs do not report the revenues they generate through platform activities not only leads to a loss in public revenues but also creates unfair competition for those who contribute their fair share to society. In addition, platform work tends to put professionals in competition with students or people on parental leave who seek an occasional top-up of their income.

Finding collective answers: Work on demand, the multiplication of short-term gigs, differences of status between workers, the absence of a common working place and often the absence of contact between workers employed by the same company or through the same platform make it difficult to recognise shared problems, to articulate and then enforce collective interests. This might contribute to a further decline in collective bargaining coverage and generally in workers’ organisation, leaving full parts of the labour market uncovered. While alternative practices and/or structure for the organisation could be identified or invented, this also reinforces the need for state action to ensure minimum standards of wages, social protection, etc., are met. Ways must be created to (re)establish co-determination, collective bargaining, in these new sectors of activity and new forms of employment.

Workers are selling their labour for ever-smaller part-time jobs (“gigs”), with no safety net or assurances of future work, while the associated platform profits handsomely.
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**New Sectors of Employment**

**Increase in Non Standard Forms of Employment**
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  - Polarisation of Employment (divide between low skill and high skill level tasks)
  - Cybertariat
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Technological change improves welfare, but it does not distribute it evenly. On the contrary, without policy interventions its benefits are captured by those who are already well off, in terms of capital, knowledge and education. Problems of accessibility, such as for the older people and other groups, can exacerbate inequalities. The cohesion of our society depends on addressing the distribution issue. Therefore, there is a growing need to guarantee social rights and social protection for all in an ever more digital world. Rather than inventing social rights specifically for new forms of employment, the challenge is to find ways to integrate non-standard work into our social protection systems, to find ways to extend workers’ rights and social protection to non-employees of all ages.

More and better social protection has always been part of the answer to technological revolutions; we need to further these historical dynamics. We want to strike a fair balance between the promises of technology and the protection of workers, a balance that allows us to reap the benefits of digitalisation without renouncing our social model.

The following existing measures and policy proposals could be considered to provide adequate and progressive answers to these rising, often cross-border challenges and maintain the entire workforce and the companies organising their work within our social security systems. They should be implemented in respect of the principle of subsidiarity and involving all relevant levels of governance. They should always be considered as minimum standards, allowing Member States to apply stricter regulations wherever and whenever deemed necessary.

"Rather than inventing social rights specifically for new forms of employment, the challenge is to find ways to integrate non-standard work into our social protection systems."
Preparing professional transitions and the diversification of professional paths

One rarely keeps the same job for one’s entire life and rarely keeps the same type of employment, whether in terms of job description, status (employee, self-employed, civil servant, unemployed, volunteer...) or profession. This raises the questions of both one’s present and future employability and the transferability of rights in case a worker changes job.

Preventing redundancy and increasing employment options for all

In order for workers to be equipped with the competences and skills necessary to perform their work in the context of technological change, access to training, re-training and life-long learning opportunities must become an absolute right for everybody, at all ages. This is of particular importance for people Not in Employment Education or Training (NEETS) or older workers to ensure their full access and participation in the digital economy. We believe the European globalisation adjustment fund has to further develop to provide support to better anticipate and manage restructuring in a social and responsible way, encouraging companies to develop the individual skills of their employees. This can be done by:

- **Strengthening education and training for the digital industry**, with increased focus on teaching coding and digital skills, particularly as part of initial education and continuous vocational training.

- Encouraging higher education institutions, employers and trade unions to partner to secure the right educational offer, in terms of content, courses and formats.

- Providing time for workers to get further training and upskilling; establishing a right to paid educational leave for all workers and incentivising investment in on-the-job training.

- Ensuring frequent re-training is made available and is equally accessible to workers in standard and non-standard forms of employment.

- Providing support to (companies offering) training in employment.

- Unemployment insurance could be complemented with extra contributions to be channelled into financing qualifications and up-skilling for a broader range of people in employment. These policy efforts should be matched with appropriate investment education and training.

Recognition and registry of all activities and rights

To prevent the loss of rights when moving from one occupation to another, it is essential to ensure an effective portability of rights. Using the logic of platform-operated businesses, this could be done with:

- The creation of an individual activity account, a one-stop-shop online registry of activities and rights (like the French “Compte Personnel d’Activité”). This registry would record every form of employment throughout one’s working life, including volunteering activities. It would consequently allow everyone of working age to have access to training rights regardless of their work status and situation.

- To reflect new work patterns, the online registry of activity and rights should include the possibility of simultaneous multiple activity by the same account owner (for example part-time employee and micro-entrepreneur at the same time).
Extending this individual activity account to all forms of employment, including platform work, could create an incentive to declare work and ease the accounting of pension rights, working time, etc. in addition to training rights. It could also be used for the calculation of taxes, social contributions and unemployment benefits.

A digital world of work requires high standards for the protection of personal employee data. Clear rules are required to establish what data employers may collect and analyse. Strict protection must be granted to worker health data, contents of personal communications, and involvement in trade union activities.

"To prevent the loss of rights when moving from one occupation to another, it is essential to ensure an effective portability of rights."
Guarantee in work protection

The intensification of work, the increased flexibility requested from workers, and the diversification of employment forms call for increased protection of employees and better social coverage for non-standard forms of work.

Framing working time

Technological progress should not turn into additional constraints for employees. It is essential to frame the use of digital technologies to ensure that it does not create an obligation of permanent availability and ensure its benefits are shared between workers and employers. This can be done by:

- Acknowledgement of the workers’ right to control their own working time and location, and of the role of social partners in negotiating solutions that are beneficial for the employers and employees.

- The productivity gains realised thanks to digitalisation could connect with the reduction of working time.

Clarifying workers status in new forms of employment

Social protection coverage still depends on the form of employment, leaving many workers only partially covered, if covered at all. More and more questions arise as to the status of workers and the social protection linked to it. Solutions should be sought by widening the definition of employment, by strengthening support for individual self-employed and by clarifying the definition of an employer/employee-relationship.

The European Court of Justice has defined the concept of ‘worker’ on the basis of an employment relationship characterised by criteria such as subordination, remuneration and the nature of work. New determinants for subordination in the platform economy, such as imposed rating systems, price setting competence or control mechanisms by the platform providers, could help establish the employment relationship. The ILO Recommendation No 198 should also be taken into account. These elements should be used to determine the status of platform workers, either employed or self-employed, and apply the appropriate regulation. Platforms cannot simply state in their terms and conditions that everyone active on the platform is self-employed. This could imply:

- Extending employee status to all platform workers and bogus self-employed.

- Approximating the status of platforms to that of temporary work agencies, whenever they function similarly, imposing similar regulation to both.

- Automatically extending collective agreements to wider categories of worker than ‘employee’, with a view to including platform workers.

- Creating protective regulations on self-employment to protect workers who do not qualify as employees.

- Ensure a careful set up of the European Commission’s e-card project, preventing it turning into an open door for the creation of letterbox companies and bogus self-employment.

It is essential to identify ways to enable and strengthen collective action through trade unions and collective bargaining.
Ensuring workers’ organisation and enabling collective action

To counterbalance the difficulties new forms of employment generate for the organisation of workers, the recognition of shared problems, and the enforcement of collective interests, it is essential to identify ways to enable and strengthen collective action through trade unions and collective bargaining. This can be done by:

- **Ensuring that solo self-employed people have the fundamental right to organise**, undertake collective actions and negotiate collectively, and that they are considered as individual workers rather than independent contractors, exempted from EU rules on anti-competitive practices if they act collectively (cartel building).

- **Modernising collective agreements in order to extend existing protection standards to the digital economy**. Platforms should provide possibilities for trade unions to reach the workers and for workers to reach each other. They should also provide spaces for exchange and collective action, including by rating the platform in a similar way to the way in which workers are rated.

- **At the same time platforms must accept their social responsibility** and participate in social dialogue.
Comparison of Standard and Non–Standard Forms of Employment

Permanent Employment

**WORKING ARRANGEMENTS**
- Contract specifying working conditions and terms of employment
- Wage set through minimum wage or collective bargaining

**WORKING CONDITIONS**
- Set and guaranteed by the employer
- Legal minimum labour standards and protection apply
- Can be set through collective agreements
- Enforcement mechanisms

**SOCIAL PROTECTION**
- Access to social protection (fully or partly covered by the employer)

**HIERARCHY/ LINK OF SUBORDINATION**
- Strong link of subordination

**STABILITY**
- High level of stability

**FLEXIBILITY**
- Low level of flexibility

Temporary Employment

**WORKING ARRANGEMENTS**
- Contract specifying working conditions and terms of employment
- Wage set through minimum wage or collective bargaining

**WORKING CONDITIONS**
- Set and guaranteed by the employer
- Legal minimum labour standards and protection apply
- Can be set through collective agreements
- Enforcement mechanisms

**SOCIAL PROTECTION**
- Access to social protection (fully or partly covered by the employer)

**HIERARCHY/ LINK OF SUBORDINATION**
- Strong link of subordination

**STABILITY**
- Medium to low level of stability

**FLEXIBILITY**
- Low level of flexibility
## Comparison of Standard and Non–Standard Forms of Employment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Working Conditions</th>
<th>Social Protection</th>
<th>Hierarchy/Link of Subordination</th>
<th>Stability</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Permanent</strong></td>
<td>• Set and guaranteed by the employer</td>
<td>• Legal minimum labour standards and protection apply</td>
<td>Strong link of subordination</td>
<td>High level of stability</td>
<td>Low level of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be set through collective agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporary</strong></td>
<td>• Set and guaranteed by the employer</td>
<td>• Legal minimum labour standards and protection apply</td>
<td>Strong link of subordination</td>
<td>Medium to low level of stability</td>
<td>Low level of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be set through collective agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Employed</strong></td>
<td>• Set and ensured by the self-employed</td>
<td>• Limited access to social protection</td>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>Low level of stability</td>
<td>Medium to high level of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bogus Self-Employed</strong></td>
<td>• Set and ensured by the bogus self-employed</td>
<td>• Limited access to social protection</td>
<td>Strong link of subordination</td>
<td>Low level of stability</td>
<td>Low level of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platform Work</strong></td>
<td>• Contract specifying goods or services delivered, its price, location and time</td>
<td>• Limited access to social protection</td>
<td>Strong link of subordination</td>
<td>Low level of stability and lack of predictability</td>
<td>Low to high level of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Price set by a single &quot;customer&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platform Worker</strong></td>
<td>• Contract specifying goods or services delivered, its price, location and time</td>
<td>• Limited access to social protection</td>
<td>Strong link of subordination</td>
<td>Low level of stability</td>
<td>Low to high level of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Price set by platform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Working Conditions**
- High
- Medium
- Low

**Hierarchical Link of Subordination**
- Independence
- Strong link of subordination

**Stability**
- High level of stability
- Low level of stability

**Flexibility**
- High level of flexibility
- Low level of flexibility

---

**Platform Work**

**Working Arrangements**
- Short-term, part-time contracts
- Contract specifying goods or services delivered, its price, location and time
- Price set by platform

**Working Conditions**
- Set and ensured by the platform and the platform worker

**Social Protection**
- Limited access to social protection
- Carried by the platform worker

**Hierarchy/Link of Subordination**
- Strong link of subordination

**Stability**
- Low level of stability and lack of predictability

**Flexibility**
- Low to high level of flexibility
A real safety net for unemployment periods

There is an increase of transition periods in professional life, which often correspond to unemployment periods. Providing an adequate safety net becomes ever more necessary, in particular to compensate the cost of transitions from one job to the other and the loss of income.

A strong social safety net for all

Considering that employment takes more and more diverse forms and that unemployment periods get more frequent, there is a need to move from social protection linked to employment status to a universal one.

The following proposals could be considered:

- **Universal access to social rights** (health, education and training, ...) attached to individuals rather than employment status.49

- Rethinking the question of minimum income, either with a decent conditional *minimum income* (income safety net), possibly complementary to wages up to a set threshold, or with a unconditional basic *universal income* (available to those in and outside employment)50

- Providing support to people starting a business as a transition period.

- Introducing a public job guarantee providing every job-seeker with employment in order to concentrate public resources on the people most in need, preserve the social functions of work, and guarantee that people are protected not just from economic poverty but also from socially poorer lives.51

- Extending to all (new) forms of work existing statuses foreseeing alternating periods of activities with periods of professional inactivity, such as the French and Belgian “Statut d’intermittence”52 or the status of musician belonging to orchestras in the Netherlands.

- **Create real insurance against unemployment, ensuring benefits are accessible** to the whole active population. The system needs to be adapted to job-starters’ situations and to the proliferation of non-standard forms of employment through decreasing the minimum period of contributions needed to access unemployment benefits, better covering self-employed people, and including insurance against imposed part-time work.

- Creating European unemployment insurance to complement national unemployment benefits.

We need to move from social protection linked to employment status to a universal one.
The platform economy, like any other economy, must pay tax and social contributions, comply with employment and social legislation, and ensure consumer protection.
Integrating all forms of work in the financing of social protection

Without hampering innovation and the creativity of new business models, it is important to prevent free-riders and avoidance phenomena when it comes to contributing to social protection. The platform economy, like any other economy, must pay tax and social contributions, comply with employment and social legislation, and ensure consumer protection. The high transparency potential of the platform economy allows for good traceability, in line with the aim of enforcing existing legislation. This is important for the financing of our social model and for fair competition between various economic operators. Considering the international dimension of platform businesses, enforcing existing legislation would require the adoption of common rules.

Integrate the cost of social protection in new forms of work

A priori, digital platforms as vehicles for transactions imply the traceability of exchanges. Geolocation and receipts are fully part of the platform’s functioning. Technological means exist to integrate the cost of social protection in new forms of work; we need to ensure they are used. In fact, technology offered by platforms could make employment regulation more effective, as it allows for the efficient monitoring of micro-transactions as well as for their incorporation into insurance systems. Monitoring through platforms could also help to enforce health and safety regulation. The following solutions could be envisaged:

- Co-financing by the client of social contributions for crowd workers and solo self-employed people, in a similar way the employer would do with an employee. The platform could withhold taxes and repay them to public authorities. The system could be extended to all companies that massively outsource work to self-employed people.

- In order to mitigate the impact of robotics and artificial intelligence on the labour market, taxes on the work performed by a robot or a fee for the use and maintenance of a robot should be envisaged. This would in practice (re)balance taxation on labour and taxation on capital and could contribute to the financing of social protection and to the retraining of workers whose jobs have disappeared as a consequence of automation.

Continue the fight for fair taxation

Platform companies are often international and declare their profit where tax rates are lower. To finance social protection and prevent dumping, it is essential to ensure international companies contribute their fair share of national taxes and charges where their activity takes place. Similarly it should be possible to ensure the effectiveness and enforceability of rights in situations where workers and employers are based in different countries. This can be done by:

- Implementing EU regulation and international negotiated solutions. Efforts must be further intensified and set as the highest priority at EU and international level.

- Building on the example of existing agreements between platforms and local authorities.

- Continuing to fight against international tax avoidance and tax competition.

- Strengthening corporate social responsibility.

Integrating all forms of work in the financing of social protection
We want to avoid a situation in which “the industrial revolution of the 21st century plunges the world back into social conditions reminiscent of the 18th century…”\textsuperscript{57}

In 2016, the European Commission launched a new initiative and proposed a European Pillar of Social Rights which aims at modernising social rights and taking “into account the changing realities of Europe’s societies and the world of work”.\textsuperscript{58}

We want to seize the opportunity to rebalance economic freedoms with social rights. This clearly means addressing the impact of digitalisation on employment and the rise in non-standard forms of work, proposing adequate regulation for the welfare of all.
Confronted to challenges resulting from globalisation, demographic change or digital revolution, there is a risk that Europe’s citizens will lose trust in the European project, its institutions and decision makers. To regain their trust, our answer is clear: **there is an urgent need for a more social Europe, for a Europe against inequalities, for a Europe of decent working conditions, and for a Europe of strong social protection.**

As PES Ministers of Employment and Social Affairs we are convinced of the need **address the deep and fast changes employment, jobs and work are undergoing, in particular due to an ever more digital economy.** Therefore we welcome the consultation the Commission has announced on 26th April on modernising the rules on labour contracts and on broadening access to social protection to all forms of work. We believe this process should lead to **a strengthening of our welfare system, and to clear rules that ensure Europeans, women and men, a decent job that allows a good quality of life.**

Digital technologies facilitate business innovation, expand consumer choices, and create new jobs and work practices that promise greater flexibility and autonomy. The digital transformation has a huge growth, innovation and job creation potential and should be supported as such, including by investment in infrastructure, digital education and companies. Nevertheless, its impact on the labour market, as a new employment sector or by changing work practices, has led to mixed results. The transition towards a digital working environment must not undermine European working and employment standards.

In a labour market where one rarely keeps the same job for the entire life and rarely keeps the same type of employment, may it be in terms of job-description, status or profession, we want to **strike a fair balance between the promises of technology and the protection of workers.** To reach this objective and address the structural changes of employment, it is necessary to create **a level playing field between the traditional and new forms of work,** where all rights and obligations apply to all actors in the same way – no matter if online or offline. More and better social protection has always been part of the answer to technological revolutions; here are **seven proposals** to further these historical dynamics.
1. Preparing professional transitions and the diversification of professional paths

We want people of all age groups, education levels and backgrounds to find their place in a fast-changing labour market. As part of an ambitious skills guarantee, we will prevent redundancy and increase employment options for each worker by strengthening education and training for the digital industry, providing time for workers to get further training and upskilling and establishing opportunities for paid educational leave for all workers as well as incentivising investment in on-the-job training.

2. Guarantee in-work protection

Technological progress should not turn into additional constraints for employees, its benefits should be shared between workers and employers. It is essential to ensure that it does not create an obligation of permanent availability, by acknowledging the right for employees to disconnect. The intensification of work, the increased flexibility requested from workers, and the diversification of employment forms call for increased protection of workers, irrespective of their status. In this regard, we should look at the framework directive on decent working conditions in all forms of employment as put forward by the European Parliament.

3. Clarifying workers status in new forms of employment

Social protection coverage strongly depends on the form of employment, leaving many workers only partially covered, when covered at all. More and more questions arise as to the status of workers and the social protection afferent to it. Solutions should be sought by clarifying the definition of the employment relationship.

4. Ensuring workers' organisation and enabling collective action

New forms of employment can make the organisation of workers, the recognition of shared problems, and the enforcement of collective interests, more difficult. It is therefore essential to identify ways to enable and strengthen collective actions, through trade-unions and collective bargaining, including by using the technologies digital platforms offer.

5. A real safety net for unemployment periods

There is an increase of transition periods in professional life, which often correspond to unemployment periods. Providing an adequate safety net to all European workers to better protect them against the hazards of their working life becomes ever more necessary, in particular to compensate the cost of transitions from one job to the other and the loss of income. This safety net should be designed in full respect of the subsidiarity principle.

6. Ensuring the portability of rights

We want all activities and rights of each workers to be recognised and taken into account to reflect the many transitions workers are experiencing in their careers. We must support opportunities for lifelong learning, for example through the creation of “activity accounts”, and in a broader sense a safety net all through their lives, irrespective of the changes and gaps in their careers.

7. Fight free-riders and tax avoidance phenomenon.

The platform economy, like any other economy, must pay tax and social contributions, comply with employment and social legislation, and ensure consumer protection. It can not become an alibi to circumvent social and health protection obligations. Dematerialisation has allowed too often for companies to evade those duties. We will thus continue our fight against tax and social dumping all along the supply chain. The very technology of the platform economy could allow for good traceability, and a better enforcement of existing legislation. This is important for the financing and sustainability of our social model and for a fair competition between workers.

We want these principles to lead the Member States’ and the EU’s efforts to adapt social protection and employment legislation to the challenges of the 21st century. The European Pillar of Social Rights offers the opportunity to rebalance economic freedoms with social rights, to redirect technological progress to the benefit of workers. This can be done with adequate regulation framing the digitalisation of employment and the raise in non-standard forms of work. We will make sure that modernising social rights rhymes with increased protection rather than deregulation.
**Algorithm:** is a process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other problem-solving operations, especially by a computer. It can, for instance, help to match service providers and users.

**Big data:** consists of datasets too large to be analysed using standard software and tools. It is characterised by three principles: high velocity, high volume and high variety, summarised as the “3 Vs”.

**Bogus – self employed:** describes a direct subordinated employment relationship being disguised as self-employment where the characteristics and activities of self-employment (autonomy, tendering for different clients etc.) are limited or non-existent; while at the same time not recognising or granting employment and social rights, nor employers’ liability and responsibility towards their employees.

**Crowdsourcing platforms:** are online platforms allowing companies or individuals to publish tenders for work assignments for which independent contractors or freelance workers compete irrelevant of geographical location.

**Cybertariat:** is a combination of the terms “cyber” and “proletariat”. It refers to the precarious working conditions of digital workers, for instance, data entry workers and their competition at the lowest standards across countries and world regions.

**Digital economy:** stands for the ever-increasing presence of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in many jobs, the growing importance of digital companies (infrastructure, hardware and software producers), and new forms of work characterised by the irrelevance of geographical location, key role of platforms, network effects, and big data.

**Gig economy:** similarly to musicians moving from one concert to another, the gig economy builds on a way of working where people have temporary jobs and do separate pieces of work, each work and each piece being paid separately.

**Network effects:** arise where the value of a product to its users increases with the number of other users of the product. This is frequently the case in digital markets, where the increasing popularity...
of a platform attracts additional users as well as other groups, such as advertisers or applications developers, to the platform.

**Non-standard forms of employment:** is an umbrella term for employment arrangements that deviate from fulltime dependent employment with a contract of indefinite duration which is generally considered standard employment. Non-standard forms of employment include temporary employment; part-time (permanent and temporary) and on-call work; temporary agency work and other multiparty employment relationships; as well as disguised employment and dependent self-employment.

**Platform economy:** is an economy based on the use of online platforms that create an open marketplace and matching service locally, trans-locally and globally to facilitate temporary access to goods, property and services, including labour outsourcing.

**Polarisation of employment:** describes the polarisation of employment into high-skilled (e.g. ICT workers) and low-skilled jobs (e.g. data entry), as well as standard and non-standard forms of employment, which may further result in an increasing discrepancy between high and low paying jobs.

**Social dumping:** implies a downward pressure on social conditions due to competition from countries with lower social standards or the practice of market participants of undermining or evading existing social regulations with the aim of gaining competitive advantage.

**Transportation Network Companies:** is an organisation whether a corporation, partnership, sole proprietor, or other form that provides prearranged transportation services for compensation using an online-enabled application or platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles.

**Uberisation:** is a term derived from the name of the transportation network company Uber. It refers to spreading of the company’s digital business model which operates via online platforms.
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